The IEICI’s Cyber Security Sector
Since the creation of the internet and cyber space, Israeli security experts and engineers have been fighting at the forefront of cyber defense against cyber-crime,
preventing and detecting online fraud, intercepting computer espionage, protecting critical infrastructures and minimizing vulnerabilities of national, municipal,
commercial and private sectors. As a world leading cyber power and a major player in the world’s cyber security field, Israel's cyber security industry develops a
wide range of cutting edge and creative solutions for the constantly increasing threats in the cybernetic field.
Israel's multitude of cyber security solutions address the needs of millions and protect the lives of billions through innovative solutions. The IEICI’s Cyber Security
Sector represents over 250 companies in the cyber security arena. Israeli Cyber Security companies offer technologically advanced and field-proven products,
which are amongst the most innovative solutions.
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute, a non-profit organization supported by the government of Israel and the private sector, facilitates business
ties, joint ventures and strategic alliances between overseas and Israeli companies.
Charged with promoting Israel’s business community in foreign markets, it provides comprehensive, professional trade information, advice, contacts and
promotional activities to Israeli companies. Furthermore, the IEICI provides complementary services to business people, commercial groups, and business
delegations from across the globe: IEICI uses its unique and one of a kind network with the prosperous startup ecosystem in Israel, and connects
the foreign players, according to their field of interest.
For Information regarding the Israel Cyber Security Industry:
Achiad Alter

www.url-url.com

Manager, Cyber Security
+972(3)5142971

+972(52)8891181

achiada@export.gov.il
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ACID Technologies
www.ac-id.info

Agata Technologies
www.agata-solutions.com

AppSec Labs
www.appsec-labs.com

Arilou Technologies
www.ariloutech.com

ACID Technologies has developed uniquely effective technological solutions to meet current
and evolving cyber threats. Its ACID SaaS is an advanced customized intelligence gathering
and analysis platform for early detection of diverse threats. Data is collected 24/7 based on
defined client-specific keywords from a multitude of sources including relevant social media
IRC chats deep Web dark net and restricted-access sites favored by hackers. Real-time alerts
allow clients to foil attacks mitigate their consequences and debrief.




Enterprise
Financial Technology

Agata specializes in developing high-performance technological software solutions for the
Network Intelligence and Security markets. Agata leverages its experience in networking
technologies to deliver high speed cost-performance DPI based solutions.
The Agata software and DPI probes can be used as building blocks for a wide range of
applications for security detection and protection for example to defend against Cyberattacks layer-7 load balancing and network analytics.
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The majority of cyber-attacks exploit application-level vulnerabilities. AppSec Labs’ mission
is promoting a proactive approach towards application security.
We make our vision a reality by providing high-level secure coding training courses with a
virtual environment for hands-on experience. We provide consulting services and perform
application penetration tests.
AppSec Labs is a world-renowned leader in mobile application security and development of
testing tools.
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Our mission is enabling a vehicle that is both connected and secured. Arilou is an industry
leader and combines deep automotive industry knowledge and unique cyber security
expertise. Arilou`s proven technology prevents high end automotive cyber-attacks as well as
monetary and reputation damage while enabling secure introduction of new technologies
and connectivity into the vehicle.
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CoSign by ARX the most widely used digital signature solution was recognized as “the
strongest digital signature solution” in the Forrester Wave: E-Signatures report. Millions of
people at businesses governments and cloud services around the world use CoSign daily to
easily add secure digital signatures to documents in a wide range of formats and
applications.
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ASERO Worldwide
www.asero.com

ASERO provides a wide range of cyber security services toward the protection of critical
information data networks and systems. Our customized solutions are based on a
combination of Israeli best practices and proven methodologies. The cyber security services
aim to identify potential threat scenarios. Our professional staff includes Senior former
officials from the Israeli Security Agency (ISA) responsible for Israel cyber defense program
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Beyond Security
www.beyondsecurity.com

Beyond Security`s testing solutions accurately assess and manage security weaknesses in
networks web applications industrial systems and networked software. We help businesses
and governments upgrade and simplify their network and application security framework
thus reducing their vulnerability to attack and data loss. Our product lines AVDS (network
and web application vulnerability management) and beSTORM (software security testing)
are vital for compliance with security policy requirements.
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BICI Intelligence
www.bici.co.il

Technical fluency is a prerequisite for success. We ensure you are armed with up-to-theminute information and significant intelligence. BICI’s proprietary digital solutions identify
actionable intelligence and reveal opaque information.
Rest assured: Our platform is constantly evolving which ensures you will always receive
specific and timely insights. We rely on your input and direction to make sure we get the
details timing and location exactly right.

ARX (Algorithmic Research)
www.arx.com

BioCatch
www.biocatch.com

Buffer-Zone
www.bufferzonesecurity.com

BrandShield Ltd.
www.brandshield.com

CalCom Software
calcomsoftware.com

BioCatch is a leading provider of Cognitive Biometrics solutions for mobile and Web
applications. Available as a cloud-based solution BioCatch proactively collects and analyzes
more than 400 bio-behavioral cognitive and physiological parameters to generate a unique
user profile.
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Trustware develops security solutions that protect enterprises from advanced threats
including zero-day malware and APTs. Trustware’s product BufferZone® defends endpoints
against malware with advanced containment detection extraction and analytics
technologies. Employees enjoy frictionless access to the internet mail and removable
storage for maximum productivity. Simple to manage for up to thousands of endpoints
Bufferzone provides cost-effective protection for users inside and outside the corporate
network.
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A revolutionary solution for brand protection that provides automated metrics driven
analysis of online risks as well as enforcement tools. Brandshield uses robust patented
technology to find trademark infringements counterfeits and brand abuse on: websites
marketplaces mobile apps and social media.
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CalCom Developes and sales the CHS product suite- A server hardening and compliance
automation add on for the Microsoft System Center suite. CHS for System Center is a
software based solution that addresses the needs of IT operations and security teams for
server hardening tasks. It implements a proactive, automated hardening approach that
ensures servers are constantly hardened, secured and compliant. The CHS three step
process automates server hardening procedures in a cost effective fashion eliminating the
need for policy trial and error.
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Clear Cut Ltd.
www.clear-cut.co.

Clear-Cut Ltd is an Israeli technology and global consulting company; the focus being
command & control systems information technology and the aerospace industry.
Established in 2008 Clear-Cut’s initial focus was the design and production of high-end
command & control systems and aerospace consultation. Today the Clear-Cut Group
consists of three divisions C2 Consulting C3 Cyber Security Technologies and C4 Command &
Control Systems.
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Commugen IT-GRC solutions provide reputation services to cybersecurity events.
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CommuniTake crafts security and care solutions since 2009 to provide people and
businesses better mobile use. The IntactPhone mobility platform delivers powerful
protection against device tampering mobile wiretapping and data theft attacks. It unifies
hardened device security-rich Android like OS encrypted communications central mobile
device management and governance and hands-on compliance control. CommuniTake
products are deployed by foremost service providers and businesses worldwide.
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Comsec Consulting is a leading provider of Information Security and Operational Risk
Consulting Services to organizations worldwide. Founded in 1987 Comsec operates offices in
the United Kingdom Netherlands and Israel providing a wide range of security services to all
market sectors.
Comsec’s customer-base consists of over 600 customers in five different continents.
Furthermore Comsec has been chosen by SCMagazine as one of the top 30 Information
Security companies worldwide and the only dedicated Information Security consultancy
company on the list.
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Commugen
www.commugen.com

CommuniTake
www.intactphone.com

Comsec LTD
www.comsecglobal.com

InfoBay is an enterprise-proven completely secure email platform offering a suite of
Products designed to securely protect all stored and transmitted data. InfoBay targets
corporate clients offering end-to-end security for email and attachments distributed to
employees and partners suppliers and customers wherever they are.
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Cyber Spear accurately detects sophisticated cyber-attacks that managed to bypass existing
security controls in the organization.
Rapidly deployed the Cyber Spear agentless solution persistently collects and inspects
indicators of compromise from both network and endpoints. Its multi-stage process
features an advanced sandboxing environment; it is then able to deliver an effective
breakdown of files and processes without flooding the IT department with inconclusive
findings.
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CyberArk is the only security company laser-focused on striking down targeted cyber threats
those that make their way inside to attack the heart of the enterprise. Dedicated to
stopping attacks before they stop business CyberArk is trusted by the world’s leading
companies -- including 35 of the Fortune 100 -- to protect their highest-value information
assets infrastructure and applications.
For over a decade CyberArk has led the market in securing enterprises against cyber-attacks
that take cover behind insider privileges and attack critical enterprise assets
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Cybermoon is an innovation company focused on creating hardware and software security
products. We are recognizing and bringing the solution to protect technology and people
from known and unknown attacks.
Our team has experienced people with an interdisciplinary approach: we come from
academic security research development red team and have also expertise in military
background.
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Comtec (InfoBay)
www.infobay.eu

Cyber Spear
www.cyber-spear.com

CyberArk Software Ltd
www.cyberark.com

Cybermoon
www.cybermoon.cc

Cyberseal
www.cyber-seal.net

Cybertinel
www.cybertinel.com

CyberX
www.cyberx-labs.com

Cytegic
www.cytegic.com

CyberSeal is a pioneer in providing cyber security for mission critical networks. The company
offers tailored products that secure wired and wireless networks of physical security sensors
SCADA and industrial controllers. It also delivers a Security Information Event Management
(SIEM) system providing full cyber security solutions for mission critical applications.
CyberSeal was established in 1998 under the name of WebSilicon who provided turnkey
solutions a wide range of professional services and best-of-breed hardware and software
products for managing high performance cost-effective network environments.
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CYBERTINEL protects organizations against advanced persistent threats and zero-day
attacks. The CYBERTINEL signature-less endpoint security platform automatically uncovers
sophisticated cyber-attacks by combining deep endpoint data collection and centralized
analysis using five powerful engines.
The engines constantly monitor and identify threats discover their source behavior strategy
history and creators while providing immediate remedies and countermeasures.
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CyberX provides security platform for critical infrastructure. Though connectivity of critical
networks and devices exposes them to an increasing number of cyber threats common
security solutions are unsuitable for their needs. Our solution is tailor-made for these
environments and enables for risk and threat mitigation.



Critical Infrastructure

Cytegic develops and implements a unique suite of product for measuring and managing the
organizational cyber security posture providing managers with unparalleled insights of their
organizations’ cybersecurity maturity and relevant threats complemented by tools to test
and prioritize resource allocation. Cytegic focuses on developing proprietary technology to
support decision makers in assessing and managing the business impact of cybersecurity.
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Dyadic Security
www.dyadicsec.com

Enforcive Systems Ltd
www.enforcive.com

FireLayers
www.firelayers.com

Gama Operations Ltd.
www.gamaoperations.com

Dyadic is a cyber-security company active in the Data Center Security domain established in
2013 by Professor Lindell of Bar-Ilan University (Israel) and Professor Smart of Bristol
University (United Kingdom).
Dyadic Security is a provider of breakthrough technology and software products for securing
corporations` applications and data from being breached.
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Enforcive is a leader in developing comprehensive security solutions to help businesses
reduce workloads satisfy auditors and improve responsiveness to security threats. Enforcive
enables System Administrators to easily manage security and compliance tasks efficiently
and effectively.
For over two decades Enforcive has been providing solutions within mission critical
environments using platforms including IBM i System z AIX Linux and Windows.



Enterprise

FireLayers enables companies to adopt the cloud responsibly while ensuring security
compliance and governance of any cloud application on any device by any user. The
FireLayers Secure Cloud Gateway is the industry`s first to leverage XACML-based granular
policies to deliver full control over popular apps like Salesforce, Office365, Success Factors,
NetSuite and endless others as well as customized and homegrown cloud applications. With
our secure cloud gateway enterprises gain new levels of security visibility and control across
their cloud application landscape.
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Well-known player in the Telephony Security and Automation.
Sole supplier for the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) for Emergency Dialers. Solutions to Banks
Railways companies Hospitals and many more.
Main field of solution for Encrypted Telephone calls –The ability to conduct encrypted
phone calls. This is done either by installing a whole system in customer’s premises or As A
Service based on IBM global cloud infrastructure.
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Gita Technologies is an intelligence gathering and cyber security R&D boutique. The
company deploys unconventional thinking patterns to tackle the most sophisticated
challenges in its field. Among our solutions: real time tactical interception systems for
cellular and satellites location finding technologies high-end encryption ciphers and
cryptography reverse engineering and analysis of complex protocols. Gita Technologies
meets the complex requirements of government agencies and enterprises worldwide with
novel technologies developed by its own multi-disciplinary R&D division.
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Hermetic
www.hermetic.io

Hermetic offers financial institutions a platform for fast passwordless account login and
transaction signing from any device. The platform is built on our distributed mobile vault
which enables secure storage of private crypto keys on any endpoint without relying on
hardware, and without the inconvenience of complex passwords. Moreover, Hermetic
eliminates the need to manage and protect sensitive credentials repositories
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HighSecLabs Ltd. (HSL)
www.highseclabs.com

HighSecLabs (HSL) develops high-quality customized cyber-defense solutions addressing a
wide variety of organizations from government agencies to military command & control and
finance. HSL patented technologies focus on cyber prevention tools for the desktop
covering the whole spectrum from user desktop to the data-center. Achieving highest
security recognition HSL patented many new technologies in the fields of networks isolation
and cyber protection.
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Hybrid Security`s innovative approach provides web hacking and fraud detection. Detection
is performed in real-time and across all platforms without impacting user experience. By
understanding normal user behavior patterns Hybrid Telepath locates anomalies in web user
sessions. Resulting in detection of a very wide range of cyber-attacks bots and fraudulent
activities in web applications.
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Gita Technologies Ltd.
www.gitatechnologies.com

Hybrid Security
www.hybridsec.com

I Am Real
www.iamreal.me

I Am Real authenticate online identities on the web by analyzing data found on their social
network.
I Am Real provide its clients (web sites owners) with an API for authenticating their users
during sign up.
This solves the painful problem of increasing site credibility and trust which directly
translates into higher user loyalty and conversion rates.



Enterprise

ICS2 provides advanced solutions for protecting critical infrastructures from cyber-attacks.
With expertise in OT IT security and big data analysis we developed OnGuard a
groundbreaking security appliance that enables security teams to detect hidden cyberattacks on Industrial Control Systems
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iGATES is a leading software company in the realms of low level mobile OS development and
is a pioneer in the fields of Custom MDM solutions.
CONSENSIO (our product) Redefines the Mobile Enterprise Security and the perspective of
Mobile Cyber Security. It is a comprehensive solution for mobile enterprises security.
The system is comprised from:
- Hardened Android OS & Mobiwol firewall antivirus + VOIP double safeguard
- Advanced Administration Console
- Secured Communication
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Indegy`s product is in the field of critical infrastructures targeting SCADA network
governance and security. The company unique solution and know-hows evolved from the
founders` years of experience with cyber security and industrial control systems. Indegy is
funded by top tier investors and currently building the first version of the product.
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ICS2
www.ics2.com

IGATES - INFORMATION GATES LTD
www.igates.co.il

Indegy
www.indegy.com

IPSec
www.ip-sec.co.il

Kaymera Technologies
www.kaymera.com

Konfidas
www.konfidas.com

MAGEN 100
www.ma-gen.com

IPSec provides top-quality comprehensive executive solutions enabling enterprises to focus
on their core business without fear of internal or external security risks.
A global leader in developing successful information security programs to international
organizations.
Over 25 years of experience providing information and cyber security solutions to
enterprises in the telecommunications defense finance industries.
Our main areas: Cyber Security, Risk Management, Revenue Assurance, Fraud Management.
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Founded by veterans in the cyber security industry with in depth knowledge and expertise
in mobile cyber security and cyber-attack methods to assess and breach stringent security
measures. The integration between a hardened device security centric OS strongly
encrypted communication channels and an organization level device management
framework provides organizations with the most sophisticated Mobile Cyber Defense
System commercially available. The Kaymera 360° solution provides the perfect balance
between the freedom to use a smartphone with all its features and robust security
measures to effectively protect organizations and its users from mobile security threats.
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Konfidas is based on a unique approach which prepares companies for cyber threats based
on an offensive mindset and multidisciplinary approach. We help organizations connect the
dots to better protect themselves.
Our mission is to help organizations improve their ability to prepare and tackle advanced
cyber threats by developing a pro-active cybersecurity strategy with ingenious
methodology.
We aim to simplify the complex nature of cyberspace that will help to see the currently
invisible cyber threats - uncovering relevant know-unknowns to the organization.
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Magen 100 Ltd., is an Israeli company established in 2012, located in Tel-Aviv, Israel. Magen
was established by experienced market leaders in the intelligence and technology fields.
Magen development teams are built on Israeli Intelligence Know-how and experience, in
field operations as well as techniology. “Mabit” – Magen’s game changing tactical
equipemtnt – is approved for export under the government of Israel and international law –
sold explicitly to official organizations and entities.
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MinerEye
www.minereye.com

Minerva Labs
www.minerva-labs.com

MinerEye is a Data Loss Prevention company that offers next generation data protection
solutions. MinerFORT is a self-learning DLP system that is driven by pattern recognition and
machine learning technology that identifies and monitors data of any type any size and on
any device. It learns patterns behavior and recommends on policy and enforcement
measures.
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At Minerva we are building a unique low footprint malware prevention solution for the
enterprise market .
Our solution platform is based on a patent pending new innovative approach which enables
us prevent malware at the endpoints (enterprise users) without the need for prior
knowledge signatures or other detection tools which are the primary methods of threat
detection in the industry today.
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Founded in 2010 Nation-E is a global leader in the field of Energy Cyber Security. We offer
end-to-end solutions specifically tailored for protecting critical infrastructure assets from
threats ranging from smart-grid hacking to industrial malware attacks. Nation-E’s solutions
target critical infrastructure such as air/sea ports data centers financial services HLS and
utilities focusing on the last-mile of distributed energy sources.



Critical Infrastructure

Netline Communications Technologies (NCT) Ltd. develops manufactures and sells cutting
edge electronic countermeasures and spectrum dominance solutions to the global defense
and homeland security markets since 1998: IED & Comm jamming solutions, Cell Phone
interception, RF Monitoring, Prison control solutions of cell phones and other transmitting
equipment, Emergency mobile communications and emergency victim location solutions.
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Nation-E Ltd.
www.nation-e.com

Netline Communications
Technologies (NCT) Ltd.
www.netlinetech.com
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NextNine Ltd.
www.nextnine.com

NextNine is a leader in Operational Technology (OT) security management software for the
industrial and critical infrastructure market. Top tier companies and 5 of the 7 largest
industrial vendors have standardized on NextNine. The company has nearly 5000
installations globally in oil gas mining chemicals energy manufacturing defense and critical
infrastructure.
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NYOTRON INFORMATION SECURITY
LTD
www.nyotron.com

Nyotron offers a preventive endpoint solution for corporates who already experienced
targeted attack or believe they might be a target for such attack.
We change IT security operations paradigm – From aftermath damage control To real time
damage prevention before attack even started.
Nyotron plans to become an industry game changer and world leader in the real protection
against APT unknown and Zero Day attacks using pure behavioral-based defense technology
known as Paranoid.

Odix is a unique solution that proactively and preventively blocks known and unknown
cyber-attacks to organizations.
ODIX is an innovative and revolutionary process which eliminates and removes all malware
known and unknown hidden in files.
ODI provides a wide spectrum of solutions which protects the network 360 degrees all
around (mail web cloud shared files virtual-safe and physical).
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OffLA developed an offline fraud detection system for smartphone eWallet providers. The
system offers near 100% fraud detection rate, which triggers an immediate prevention
process, done by the eWallet. OffLA suggests meaningful reduction in both fraud damage
and back office costs of fraud handling process. Using the system, eWallets might skip
passwords or any identification means during most of the eWallet transactions, enhancing
user experience and usability. Additional identification mean will be needed just in case of
suspicion. OffLA process covers 100% of the transactions – no need for a change in both
acquirer and eWallet sides of the transaction. OffLA product recognized by the EU as a
promising disruptive technology, followed by an EUR 2M grant for R&D and marketing
efforts.
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ODI (OPERATION&DATA INTEGRITY)
LTD.
www.odi-x.com

OffLA SelfSafe Ltd
www.off-la.com

OPSWAT
www.opswat.com

PacketLight Networks Ltd
www.packetlight.com

PineApp Ltd
www.pineapp.com

PlainID
www.plainid.com

OPSWAT is a San Francisco based software company that provides solutions to secure and
manage IT infrastructure. Founded in 2002 OPSWAT delivers solutions and technologies that
protect devices and help secure digital data flow. OPSWAT’s intuitive applications and
comprehensive development kits are deployed by SMB enterprise and OEM customers to
more than 100 million endpoints worldwide.
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PacketLight’s offers the flexibility to build a cost effective highly efficient and secured optical
network infrastructure for DWDM CWDM OTN and dark fiber transport connectivity
solutions .
Adding layer 1 encryption to all the data passing over the fiber between locations without
reduction to the throughput.
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PineApp™ is a prominent security solution provider offering a comprehensive range of email
security and web filtering systems to the world market. From carrier grade highperformance Anti-Botnet systems for ISP’s and Telco’s to scalable applications for all size
companies and Cloud-Managed services.
Available as appliances or software including virtual platforms PineApp security solutions are
renowned for performance reliability ease of implementation and cost effectiveness.
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Advanced authorization control Presenting the future in identity and access management
PlainID`s advanced authorization control delivers secure solutions for efficient business
management .PlainID address the authorization challenge that arises whenever businesses
demand support of their rapid growth expand their boundaries and require multiple entities
control. PlainID provides security with agility to support the continuous dynamic
requirements of each and every enterprise without compromising on security. Control your
assets and data anywhere – Event driven adaptable and available: PlainID Relationship
Authorization Broker enables SaaS based native apps IOT based to receive authorizations
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Primesec
www.primesec.co.il

RADiFlow
www.radiflow.com

RAFAEL- Advanced Defense Systems
LTD
www.rafael.co.il

Raz-Lee Security
www.razlee.com

A private Information security and IT Regulations consulting company Identifying
Information Security and Cyber threats – Designing defense solutions Defining Information
security requirements in infrastructure, systems and mobile devices, advice in acquiring
information security products. DRP, BCP (Disaster recovery Planning / Business Continuity
Program ) including conducting periodic testing. Information Security awareness training.
Work plan management (IT and information security). Preparations for SOX-ITGC ,ISO27001,
PCI-DSS, HIPAA, etc audits. Performing Risk Assessments and surveys and identifying
information assets Information technology: user management, information classification
and management, establishing and implementing procedures and policies
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RADiFlow provides secure communication solutions for critical infrastructure utilities with
distributed deployments.
Typical applications are the Smart-Grid Smart-City Oil & Gas and Intelligent Transportation.
RADiFlow provides a security IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) solution optimized for largescale distributed automation applications. This solution is based on distributed serviceaware firewalls integrated into ruggedized switches/gateways which perform online rolebased validation of every SCADA session in the network edges.
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Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. Develops and produces state-of-the-art armaments
for the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and Israel`s defense system.
The company provides innovative solutions on the technological cutting edge from
underwater naval land and air through space systems. RAFAEL focuses on such areas as
Electronic Warfare (EW) Command Control Communications Computers and Intelligence
(C4I) Training and Simulators Armor and Precision-Guided Weapon Systems and Cyber
solution for the IT and OT (Scada and similar systems) domains.
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Raz-Lee`s leading iSecurity suite for IBM i (AS/400) helps companies protect valuable
information assets against insider threats cyber-attacks and unauthorized external access. It
offers end-to-end security solutions from network security to application security enabling
enterprises to comply with strict auditing requirements (PCI SOX and HIPAA).
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Re-Sec Technologies Ltd
www.re-sec.com

Safe-T
www.safe-t.com

Sasa Software
www.sasa-software.com

SCADAfence
www.scadafence.com

Re-Sec® Technologies develops the revolutionary ReZone platform which adds a new layer
of security for enterprise protecting against Zero-Day attacks Advanced Persistent Threats
and Targeted attacks. It creates a closed and separate ecosystems for internal and external
applications. The platform combines a unique signature-free protection mechanism with an
enhanced signature based detection to create a near perfect protection for the enterprise`s
environment.
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Safe-T is a provider of secure data exchange solutions for a wide range of industries
including financial healthcare and manufacturing organizations.
Safe-T Box enables organizations to share data securely between people applications and
businesses and is designed for fast and easy deployment and wide user acceptance.
Safe-T’ssecure front-end solution RSAccess eliminates the need to store sensitive data in the
DMZ thereby reducing exposure to data breaches. With offices in North America Europe
and Asia Safe-T secures millions of files and emails every day.
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Sasa Software’s leading product is the Gate Scanner which secures incoming data in a very
innovative and sophisticated way. Our company complex is regulated by the Ministry of
Defense Security Authority and we are ISO 9001 certified.
Sasa Software`s team is highly skilled and has long track record on IT Security in various
organizations. The combination of accumulated experience high professionally and endless
enthusiasm have been the driver in developing the state of the art IT security solution - The
Gate Scanner.
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SCADAfence develops next-generation cyber security solutions for the critical infrastructure
and manufacturing industries
Our solutions are designed specifically for ICS/SCADA networks to protect against zero-day
attacks and to ensure regulatory compliance.
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SecBI
www.secbi.com

SecBI - Security Business Intelligence - is an adaptive investigation platform that combines
advanced machine-learning capabilities cyber-security expertise and user-feedback. This in
turn helps security experts and organizations investigate faster respond better and mitigate
the next breach. SecBI analyzes the plethora of data and provides security experts with only
the most specific and relevant details needed for quickly triaging and responding to threats.
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Consulting to vendors offering cyber defense to critical infrastructure
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SecuredTouch offers a behavioral risk assessment platform for mobile applications based on
analyzing their end-users touchscreen usage.
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SecurityDAM helps Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) to deliver world-class
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) protection services through turnkey or White Label
solutions. The proposed service platform utilizes hybrid detection and mitigation
architecture mutli-tenant management control software and global network of scrubbing
centers allowing MSSP to offer enterprises unmatched protection against any type of attack
including high-volume network flood. SecurityDAM a member of the RAD Group was
formed in 2012 by top security and networking experts.
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Secure communication and Control
experts
www.scce.co.il

SecuredTouch
www.securedtouch.com

SecurityDAM
www.securityDAM.com

SenseCy Cyber Intelligence Ltd
www.sensecy.com

SentinelOne
www.sentinelone.com

Septier Communication Ltd.
www.septier.com

SenseCy enables business enterprises and public organizations to identify and monitor cyber
threats mitigate risks to critical assets ensure ongoing operation and minimize legal
liabilities. SenseCy helps customers to keep pace with rapid technology developments and
increasing exposure to potential cyber threats. Our technology enables you to discover track
and prioritize cyber threats to your corporate assets and business operations. SenseCy
specializes in the collection production and analysis of any type of open-source information
including: Deep-Web sites Darknet social networks forums and discussion groups research
institutes as well as news and media websites and utilizes a unique approach to malware
identification and analysis prior to widespread distribution and availability. The SenseCy
intelligence suite includes threat alerts cyber feeds leak detection and intelligence reports.
SenseCy customers include global leaders in a wide range of industries such as finance and
banking telecommunication defense and aerospace public transportation critical
infrastructure and healthcare services.
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SentinelOne is a next generation endpoint protection that`s designed to protect from
advanced targeted attacks by predicting attack patterns in real-time on the target device
using lightweight kernel-level agent and block them before they manage to induce actual
damage. True behavioral multi-stage detection coupled with automatic response and
mitigation. The product also offers real-time forensics endpoint remote control with
support for Windows OSX and Android.
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Septier Communication Limited founded in 2000 is a fast growing highly profitable private
company that serves customers worldwide. Septier provides innovative reliable and costeffective telecom and packet based solutions and products for the security (law
enforcement and intelligence agencies) and telecommunications (telecom companies and
service providers) market. These solutions include communications interception and
analysis systems cellular location tracking infrastructure anti-fraud applications and network
surveillance products.
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Sentrix
www.sentrix.com

Next generation easily managed cloud-based website security solution that protects midlarge enterprises while offloading backend servers and boosting website performance.
Sentrix provides a complete cloud-based web security solution that protects web sites
against malicious cyber-attacks of all types. Foresight Solutions comprehensively address
web security vulnerabilities protecting all layers of your environment- network host and
application. Sentrix addresses all types of malicious attacks including DDoS Zero Day
Malware Defacement Brute Force and more.
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Sixgill
cybersixgill.com

Sixgill a Cyber Security Intelligence technology company prevents Cyber Damages to
organizations by automatically monitoring and analysing Dark Web activity
Sixgill product focuses on the automated production and prioritization of threats and
actionable intelligence covering the entire Cybercrime cycle from the preliminary stages
(target selection reconnaissance and planning) to the later activities of selling the
information or good all occurring within The Dark Web.

Skybox Security provides powerful risk analytics that give security teams the intelligence
needed to eliminate attack vectors respond to threats and improve security processes. Our
solutions are used for enterprise-scale vulnerability and threat management firewall
management and compliance monitoring.
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Skycure addresses the organizational mobile security challenge with a different approach
than what you may have seen so far. Skycure`s cross-platform mobile offering provides
organizations with the security and visibility that are currently lacking in this space without
compromising on user experience battery performance connectivity or employees` privacy.
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Skybox Security
www.skyboxsecurity.com

Skycure
www.skycure.com

Slingshot
www.slingshot-cs.com

ThetaRay
www.thetaray.com

Slingshot delivers a diverse range of IT security services to clients in the financial and
governmental sectors based more than 15 years of proven expertise and experience
accumulated by its founders and senior consultants.
The IT services offered by Slingshot can be classified into four main categories: Information
security IT risk management business continuity and auditing. The company’s expert IT
security consultants are highly experienced in designing comprehensive tailored solutions
that provide their clients with the peace of mind that allows them to devote their attention
to their core activities.
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ThetaRay uncovers unknown threats to protect your critical infrastructure. The company’s
Hyper-dimensional Big Data Analytics™ uses proprietary rule-free pattern free algorithms to
identify cyber-attacks and a range of operational anomalies undetectable to any other
security solution.
ThetaRay unmatched detection exposes unknown threats within minutes instead of weeks
or months ultimately helping organizations avert disaster and destructive impact to their
infrastructure network and reputation.
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Internal cyber security for SMEs
Employee Monitoring (PC/Mobile(
Anti Fraud module
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With the TrapX DeceptionGrid™ Global 2000 enterprises are able to detect and analyze
Zero-Day and undetected malware used by the world’s most destructive Advanced
Persistent Threat (APT) organizations build threat profiles block attacks and automatically
remediate damage inflicted on IT ecosystems. DeceptionGrid captures Zero-Day events in its
virtualized sensor network and next-generation malware traps before the malware can
inflict significant damage to customers’ data centers or cloud deployments.
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Tomagi
www.tomagi.com

TrapX Security
www.trapx.com

Trion Logics Security Solutions LTD
trionlogics.com

Votiro Inc.
www.votiro.com

Waterfall Security Solutions
www.waterfall-security.com

Wave Guard Technologies Ltd.
www.waveguardtechnologies.com

We provide professional solutions to a wide range of clientele both as consultants and as
integrators.The array of our services and solutions include: Compliance survey’s
penetration tests forensic analysis design and deployment plans gap analysis and
implementation of regulatory requirements of information security.
Trion Logics specializes in various SIEM systems (HP Arcsight McAfee ESM) and has been
behind major milestones in the information security industry.
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Votiro secures corporate data from cyber-attacks rooted in unknown and zero-day exploits.
Applied automatically to all files entering an organization Votiro’s patent-pending AntiExploit Technology neutralizes threats without having to detect them in advance. The Votiro
Spear-Phishing Protection Service eliminates threats in email before it reaches the mail
server.
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Waterfall is the leading provider of strong network security products which protect the
safety and reliability of control system networks. Waterfall Security Solutions` mission is to
eliminate the use of firewalls in critical infrastructure control systems. Waterfall develops
products which provide stronger-than-firewall protections for industrial control networks.
Waterfall’s products are deployed in utilities and critical national infrastructures throughout
North America Europe Asia and the Middle-East.
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Wave Guard delivers an innovative and powerful paradigm for mobile-based geolocation
and tracking. Tracer™ converts raw cellular network data into actionable real-time
intelligence tracking voice calls mobile messaging web-based messaging social media and
more across any network technology over any device or SIM with pinpoint accuracy and
minimal mobile provider involvement.
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WCK provide organizations with business visibility of their cyber risk. It is able to translate
detailed technical threats and risks into business implications. By enabling better executive
decision-making on cyber security spending WCK helps organizations improve their cyber
resilience.
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WhiteBox security Identify and protect sensitive data against internal and external threats
Data is data is data – whether in NAS file servers CRM ERP home grown applications
SharePoint® Exchange or Active Directory. Whitebox Security delivers solutions that help
organizations manage and protect their data.
Our WhiteOPS™ solutions allow companies to Maintain complete access governance
tracking understanding and analyzing who, what, when, where and how their information is
being accessed.
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Wintego is a developer of cyber intelligence solutions for government law enforcement
military and intelligence organizations. The solutions are designed to enable these
organizations to effectively gather unique highly valuable intelligence from their targets’
devices and data communications such as email messages documents social network data
live chats and web-browsing activity .Wintego was founded by a team with extensive
experience in both technical and operational aspects of intelligence-gathering solutions.
Wintego solutions have been deployed by a variety of government agencies.
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WireX simplifies the way organizations detect investigate and respond to security incidents.
Since 2010 WireX equipped intelligence agencies with tools to combat cyber-terrorism.
Today we are expanding our reach to the enterprise tailoring WireX’s field-proven
technology to reduce the complexity of security operations. WireX platform combines
network monitoring big-data analytics and automated reports to ensure all network data is
clear relevant and easy to use.
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White Cyber Knight
www.wck-grc.com

Whitebox Security
www.whiteboxsecurity.com

Wintego
www.wintego.com

WireX Systems
www.wirex-systems.com

Wisesec
www.wisesec.com

Xpandion
www.xpandion.com

YazamTech
www.YazamTech.com/en

Zimperium
www.zimperium.com

WiseSec deploys advanced mobile platform using micro-location solutions for the Banking,
Hospitality, Transportation, Retail, Defense and other industries. Wisesec uses cutting edge
and field proven solutions provide its customers the most advanced cost effective and
secure mobility experiences available today utilizing specializes in indoor and outdoor
location tracking with secure mobile data.
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Xpandion is the leading provider of usage inspection and user monitoring in cloud & noncloud environments together. Using Xpandion’s suite of products companies can identify
suspicious activity and get alerts for irregular and sensitive user activity in on-premises ERP
systems and cloud-based applications together. Xpandion also offers a multi-platform GRC
solution to ensure compliance
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The leader among file filtering systems on the market: Data Sanitization & Laundering, Deep
Content Filtering, Data Leakage Prevention, Protection Against APT & Zero Day Attacks.
Our F3 - File Filtering Framework consists of wide range of security systems:
YazamTech specializes in developing and manufacturing unique data security systems
providing reliable response to wide range of security threats. The company constantly
expands its spectrum of technological security solutions - software and hardware based - as
the number and variety of threats from files grows every day.
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Zimperium offers enterprise class protection for mobile devices against the next generation
of advanced mobile attacks. Zimperium is the first and only company to provide a complete
mobile security system that continuously runs on the device to provide visibility security and
management for iOS and Android devices. Founded in 2010 Zimperium is backed by Sierra
Ventures and Samsung and is headquartered in San Francisco.
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